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MEET THE OWNER OF BRIXTON’S
COLOURFUL HAIR SHOP STUDIO CATFACE

BEAUTY FEATURE 21.11.2018

TEXT STEPHANIE PHILLIPS

BRIXTON’S CULT HAIR SHOP TRANSPORTS YOU TO A CANDY COLOURED UNIVERSE WHERE

EVERYONE IS ALLOWED TO BE AS BOLD, BRIGHT AND LOUD AS THEY DESIRE
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With their noses pressed against the glass of South London’s Studio Catface, a large group of people animatedly gesture

towards the psychedelic wall of candy-dipped wigs and neon orange braids on display. Their eyes widen at the sight and who

could blame them for getting so excited. In the dreary, often mundane world we live in, Studio Catface in Brixton, the home of

the Catface Hair brand, transports you to a universe where everyone is allowed to be as bold, bright and loud as they desire.

The hair brand was founded three years ago from the bedroom of Mariette Immaculate, a 26-year-old British-Nigerian

blogger and influencer with a Cheshire cat smile and a magpie-like affinity with the shiny. Catface Hair make hair extensions,

wigs, weaves and accessories in every colour and shade you ever dreamed of. Need a bottle green bob for New Year’s Eve?

Catface. Are you craving popsicle pink twists for your holiday on the beach? Catface. Want to get into the festival vibe with

tangerine locks… you know where this is going.

The idea for Catface came three years ago when, after getting frustrated with a job search and the pressure of having to look

professional for interviews, Mariette decided to rebel with blue ombre braids, a style of extensions which looks like a waterfall

of colour is cascading from your crown. She couldn’t find any so she decided to make her own. The hair brand was sold online

before Mariette opened the shop in Brixton in February 2018.
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Now Catface has a worldwide customer base who know the brand has one of the widest selections of dyed extensions. To

keep up with demand, the production process increased from making four or five packs a week to 200-300 a week after only

four months of business. According to Mariette, the details of their production process is highly sought after by her rivals.

Mariette says: “I can’t talk about the creation process because people actively come here and try and steal my formulas and

dyes.”

Mariette is the perfect ambassador of Catface and models a rotating selection of her own hair products, sometimes changing

on a weekly basis. Her love for hair began as a child in Nigeria when she had to sit for hours in her mum’s salon as a test

model for a variety of replicas of American celebrity hairstyles. “From a young age, it gave me the freedom to experiment with

my look and my hair,” Mariette says. 

Mariette credits her Nigerian heritage as the major influence on her colourful outlook. “A lot of Nigerian traditional clothing is

very colourful and rich in texture so I’ve always been interested in where colours stop and start.” That said, her inspiration for

the plethora of colour combinations can come from anywhere, though she points out the subtle black grey and black lilac grey

ombre extensions will forever be bestsellers.
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Up until a few years ago the likelihood of finding any multicoloured extensions that weren’t just red or purple were slim to

none. Now it feels like everyone has collectively loosened up and indulged in colour with celebrities such as Amandla

Stenberg and Alicia Keys sporting technicolour protective braids. But why has our approach to colour changed? Mariette

thinks it’s become more acceptable as people need a pick me up from life’s ills: “Life really sucks everywhere and everybody’s

dealing with things. When you have something that makes you feel good about you, that you wake up in the morning look in

the mirror and it makes you smile and it makes you feel confident, and have a spring in your step and can express yourself

more, people like that.”

Although the trend for multicoloured hair has been around for a few years now, Mariette is not too concerned about it going

away any time soon. “People are always going to want to have colour in their hair and I pray to God that’s always the case so

I’ll be alright for a bit.” As an influencer Mariette is as well-known as her brand and has worked with Afropunk Brixton and

Vimto. Her enviable natural style, a patchwork of colours and patterns, and carefree eccentric nature online make her seem

like the life-of-the-party friend you always wanted. Although she doesn’t see herself as an influencer she says she’s grateful

for the people who know her and often travel hundreds of miles just to see her shop.

Her popularity aside, the reality of being a black woman running a hair business in the heart of Brixton’s black community is

not lost on Mariette. The lack of black-owned hair and beauty shops on the high street has been a rumbling concern in the

black community for decades. After the demise of the successful black-owned hair and beauty business Dyke & Dryden in

the ’90s the black community’s hold over the industry weakened, allowing others to take over.
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On being one of the few black-owned hair shops, Mariette says: “I find great strength in knowing that I’ve done something for

myself and the people that came before me.” Even though black women have a lot of purchase power – research from L’Oréal

shows black women spend six times more on haircare than white women – they don’t profit from the industry. This is often

due to economic barriers, the competitive market, and a customer base who often stick with businesses they know rather than

trying something new. Despite the many barriers, Mariette expects more black women will eventually open their own shops.

“Black women are creative, resilient and hard-working. We are here running all manner of things.”

Running things is what Catface continues to do best, taking up a vital place in the increasingly gentrified Brixton, representing

for all the creative, eccentrics out there.
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